Fully automated measurements by light microscopy of tissue sections using a cellular array computer.
Software was developed for the acquisition, segmentation and analysis of microscopic OD-images on a VICOM digital image processor, extended with a VISIOMORPH morphoprocessor board. The delineation algorithms for peroxisomes, lysosomes, and nuclei in liver, kidney, and adrenal gland sections start by thresholding the difference between the original image and a low pass filtered version. The resulting binary mask is then processed by morphological operations in order to produce an object overlay. The efficiency of the programs is evaluated by comparing delineated objects at different OD-levels, created by varying the stain or by multiplying the original pixel values with constant factors. Manual delineation on some images is also used as a reference. More complex algorithms are used for the delineation of muscle fibres in ATP-ase-stained sections and immunocytochemically labelled cells in monolayer preparations. Muscle images from parallel sections with different stainings are matched with a coordinate transform, enabling the transfer of the object mask from a single delineated image to the unprocessed images and thus obtain all necessary information for fibre classification. After segmentation, the OD-images and their object overlays are fed into a data extraction program, measuring for each delineated object user-selected features. Data are sent to a VAX for statistical interpretation.